Add Clinical Item Design Updates

11.2 Changes and Enhancements

Creighton Medical Associates
The Clinical Toolbar now comes with drop down menus to locate the tab faster in the Add Clinical Item screen.
To make it easier to determine when the Quicklist is active, the Quicklist button has been redesigned. Now, when the Quicklist is enabled, the button says “On” in green and “Off” in gray.

To save a little space, the Single-Column and Multi-Column buttons have merged into one button. When there is only one column of clinical items is present, the icon displays in green. When there are multiple columns of clinical items, the icon is gray.
To provide easier access to a patient’s Clinical Desktop and a user’s appointments, a new Quick Chart drop-down has been added to the Add Clinical Items workspaces and its Details pages. It’s also available from the Clinical Toolbar, Task Details, and the Encounter Summary.
When the Quick Chart option is selected from the dropdown (or by clicking the icon, itself), it will either bring up an actionable Quick Chart or an inactive Read Only Quick Chart. The type of chart depends on the workspace from which it was launched.

From the Clinical Toolbar, the Quick Chart is active and allows you to add or edit information from a smaller, floating mini-version of the Clinical Desktop.

When the Quick Chart is selected from the ACI or its Details pages, Task Details, or the Encounter Summary, a Read Only Quick Chart is available. Notice in the screenshot on the right that the buttons on the action toolbar are grayed out to prevent you from making changes to the patient chart.

For additional support contact: 280-3510 option #1, cmasupport@creighton.edu, or www.creighton.edu/ehr
In contrast, the functionality for Quick Appointments is the same, irrespective of the workspace from which it was launched. You can select an appointment, and then click Appointment Details to view more information. This saves time by not having to navigate to the Daily or Provider Schedule to see your appointments.